


Conway Planter

Available in the following sizes.  All 440mm high.

 700 x 700mm, 1100 x 1100mm, 1400 x
1400mm, 700 x 1100mm, 1100 x 1400mm.

All Conway planters are also available with
extra rings to increase height (120mm per ring).

Available in brown

Made from 100% recycled plastic, KC-Planters are attractive, durable and sustainable, requir-
ing no maintenance during their extended lifetime.  We are also able to produce planters to
bespoke requirements so if you do not see what you need here please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Full price list on reverse.

Crieff Planter

Available in the following sizes.  All 470mm high.

 700x 700mm, 1100 x 1100mm, 1400 x
1400mm, 700 x 1100mm, 1100 x 1400mm.

All Conway planters are also available with
extra rings to increase height (90mm per ring).

Available in brown



Kacey also supply furniture, decking, fencing, permeable paving systems and many oth-
er products from recycled plastic.  Visit our website for more information.

Cumbria Planter

Available in the following sizes.  All 440mm high.

 880mm diam, 1080mm diam, 1390mm diam,
1660mm diam, All Conway planters are also
available with extra rings to increase height
(120mm per ring).

Available in brown.

Skye Planter

W 600mm  L 1300mm H 500mm

Available in brown, grey and black

Bespoke Planters

We are able to offer planters constructed to your
requirements from the highest quality recycled
plastic.  Available in brown, grey or black.
Board dimensions may vary depending on
colour and minimum order quantities apply
dependent on size.



Prices do not include delivery or VAT.  Kacey reserve the right to amend prices and/or specifications
without prior notice.

Manufactured from 100% EU high quality recycled mixed waste plastics from
post industrial and consumer use and, where necessary, selected process additives.

Production process: The polymers are blended and fed under controlled temperatures and
pressures into moulds.

Finish: The surface is knot free, evenly coloured and has a textured finish.

Made from 100% UK recycled plastic | Environmentally responsible | 100% recyclable.

Name/Description Colours Product Code Price (ex VAT) Price (inc VAT)

Conway 70 Brown BD070070 £399.00 £478.80
Conway 110 Brown BD110110 £484.00 £580.80
Conway 140 Brown BD140140 £555.00 £666.00
Conway 11070 Brown BD110070 £440.00 £528.00
Conway 140110 Brown BD140110 £519.00 £622.80
Crieff 70 Brown BM070070 £325.00 £390.00
Crieff 110 Brown BM110110 £424.00 £508.80
Crieff 140 Brown BM140140 £514.00 £616.80
Crieff 11070 Brown BM110070 £370.00 £444.00
Crieff 140110 Brown BM140110 £452.00 £542.40
Cumbria 70 Brown BC070042 £443.00 £531.60
Cumbria 90 Brown BC090052 £474.00 £568.80
Cumbria 115 Brown BC115067 £532.00 £638.40
Cumbria 140 Brown BC140078 £588.00 £705.60
 Skye 130 Black BS130060 £348.00 £417.60
 Skye 130 Brown BB130060 £348.00 £417.60
 Skye 130 Grey BG130060 £322.00 £386.40

Height can be increased with additional rings for the Conway, Crieff and Cumbria

Please enquire regarding bespoke planters.

T: 01764 671165  E: info@kaceyplastics.co.uk

Unit 1, Suite 1, Tomperran, Comrie, Perthshire. PH6 2LS.


